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Abstract
In a company, the accounting system is very important to manage the financial
development, because it contains financial information that can be used to make a decision.
Currently already developed Online Accounting Software, where the accounting system can be
used anytime and anywhere with an internet connection without having to difficult to handle
bookkeeping reports. An accountant is someone who has an important role in the success of
financial processing company. Where, to facilitate the process of information media,
accountants must be able to convey information both customers who work with the company in
order to facilitate leadership in monitoring the company effectively and efficiently without having
to come to the company. with Online Accounting Software will minimize criminality because it
has been certified ISO / IEC 2700. And for the report has been stored on Cloud to facilitate the
leadership of the company in monitoring financial reports in real-time. With the monitoring of
customer data, the leader can view, add, delete, or change customer data to the company, so it
can facilitate in managing and conveying the customer information that the company has.
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1. Introduction
Although the system has helped the leadership in providing information, there is still a
shortage of system for monitoring activity and corporate customers [1].
Online Accounting Software becomes the key of the current technological advances,
has evolved into a system-based modernization], We are required to always innovate in the face
of the increasingly rapid progress of current especially in the field of accounting [2-3]. in an
institution or company concerning the development of science and technology that has been
marked by the progress in the field of communication and information technology has now
grown so rapidly. useful about the performance of colleges from all over the world based on the
presence of the Facility of Online Accounting Software [4].
In the accounting process, in the everyday life around we, the customer list process can
display various details of customer data such as Name, Address, Email, NPWP, Phone Number
and Balance, as well as various total sales transactions such as Payable Sales which can
display the total unpaid sales or settled by customers at the company [5]. Then Maturity Sales in
this section can show the total amount of sales to be paid by customers to your company
because it has started to enter on the due date of payment. and in the last part of the Payday
accepted last 30 days can display data of customers who have made payments to your
company within the last 30 days.
In addition, in this study also submitted in the form of flexibility given on the menu list of
Customers for each company. Where, customers who have not subscribed to your company or
not reused, can do the process of account deletion on the system, and can create a new
customer list by importing the account more effectively and efficiently without having to input
one by one on the database.
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Figure 1. Display Customer List Menu
The picture above is information obtained from the initial view on the subscriber list
menu, which contains the complete data of the customer in your company. On View Menu,
there is a list of subscribers address, e-mail address, phone number, and customer balance.
where the balance is denominated in rupiah (IDR) for financial information for the management
of the company [6-7]. then there are facilities import and export on the menu lists this subscriber
to facilitate the input data data list new customers at the company. Thus, companies can be
facilitated in the process of obtaining more detailed financial information.
2. Result and Discussion
Currently, many companies are difficult to monitor the existing financial statements, due
to the absence of an accounting system that can provide ease or flexibility in the company. A
monitoring will be valuable for the leader based on the needs the level of leadership in the
company [8].With Online Accounting Software, the leader can monitor customers who are
working with the company.
Each company must have a different cash account, then the company can create a new
cash account by going to the account list menu and select + create a new account
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Figure 2. New Account Creation Form
In Figure 2, there is a new customer data form with the process of entering the company
name, then fill in the nickname and more information as needed. In the current globalization era
keeping in touch with prospective customers by way of sending information – information that is
related most important points [9], [11]. If you have finished to fill the form in the picture above as
needed, you can see the 2 buttons located at the bottom of the form. there is a click "Cancel" to
cancel the addition of new customers that you just created indirectly will not be saved. then in
order to store new customer data can be done click "Create New Customers" automatically new
customers are automatically saved on your company's customer list.

Figure 3. Import Form on Customer List
Then in figure 3, for the process of entering the list of customers using the import menu
can facilitate the accountant in minimizing the time, with the first step like picture 3 above that is
by click "Import"
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Figure 4. Upload Customer List File
In Figure 4 above, there are 3 (three) option points at the export facility of the subscriber
list ie download the template file, copy your old data, and upload the template file. You can
choose the 3rd point to upload the template file will automatically import the database on your
computer

Figure 5. New Customer View successful to import
In Figure 5, it is explained that the process of importing customer lists on a computer
database has been successful and successful for input. so automatically new customers can be
synchronized on your company's customer list.
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Figure 6. Delete View on Customer List
The above view describes the delete facility on the customer list, in the top left corner
there is a "Delete" button to delete a customer that is no longer active, or if you want to delete
all subscribers can check the nickname column.

Figure 7. Display Credit Facility Memo on Customer List
Then, in the customer list view there is a memo credit facility. Memo credit can be used
as repayment of sales / purchase invoices and can be used to record returns to customers from
suppliers. From the picture and description above, it is evident that useful amenities [10], [12].
The initial stage of making a memo credit is to fill in the form on the customer list select
the action and make a credit memo after completion is made there is a "Action" button that has
two options that are "Credit Memo Returns" and "Use Credit Memo" you can choose on the Use
Credit Memo button [13-15].
If you have a balance of receivables that start from a transaction in the previous period,
then it can follow how to fill out and detail the beginning balance of receivables, and pay off the
balance of receivables when moving data receivable for the system for the first time.
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Figure 8. Preliminary Display Setting Beginning Balance
Initial stage, you can charge your account receivable balance first through Account List
menu. Then, select the Actions click will show various options from start, closing book, set initial
balance, account import and export account. you can choose to set the beginning balance.

Figure 9. Set Date At Beginning Balance
In Figure 9, the setting date of the conversion or the date of the initial balance is made.
Select the conversion date (date of data migration to Journal for the first time).

Figure 10. Initial Receivable Balance Form
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After adjusting the date of conversion the beginning balance of receivables can appear
after sales billing form customer, transaction date, and the product in the complete content there
are buttons "Publish" then the initial balance of receivable has been issued.

Figure 11. Beginning Balance Beginning View
After the initial balance of receivables has been published then the above view explains
that the status of Overdue or unpaid, the next step is to pay off the balance receivable so that
the status can be said to be paid or paid off.

Figure 12. Receive Payments When You Want to Pay Off Your Initial Balance
In Figure 12, when you want to pay off the beginning balance of receivables can be
done by clicking the initial balance of the receivables we have published then select the upper
right corner of the button "Actions" and select the Accept Payments.

Figure 13. Display After Paying the Initial Balance of Receivables
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After receiving the payment on the initial balance of the receivable, the status on the
website is directly paid or paid off and the balance changes to 0 because it has received the
payment process.
4. Conclusion
From the entire discussion that has been described above, the authors conclude that, in
the customer list menu, it can be easier for company leaders to monitor customer lists because
they are very flexible and effective and efficient. The function of this system is also easy to
understand in the delivery of information, especially for new companies that must manage
financial statements as easily as possible, so that in the future it can produce good financial
reports, with capable financial monitoring.
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